
A notebook trolley and travel bag in one - with a removable notebook case

The NotebookCompanion L is perfectly equipped for your business travels.  Thanks to the robust and water-
resistant exterior material as well as high-quality manufacturing it is especially tear-proof and durable.

The sophisticated interior and exterior layout provides for well organized storage and secure notebook pro-
tection.  Mobile equipment and clothing find plenty of room inside the case which has an integrated bag for 
toiletries.  The special shirt compartment also helps you keep your shirts wrinkle free.

The notebook is perfectly protected from knocks and bumps in the separate cushioned notebook compart-
ment whilst exterior pockets offer room for other extras such as pens, business cards, mobile phone, tickets 
etc.  Power supply units and cables are conveniently stored in the integrated cable bag.

The large smooth running wheels and stable single-handed telescopic handle made from high-quality alu-
minium make transport a pleasure.  In order to pull the case from deep baggage pockets the case also has an 
additional handle cup on the underside.

The new NotebookCompanion L has a capacity of 36 litres.  

The NotebookCompanion is also available in S (16 litres) and M (24 litres).
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NotebookCompanion L

Available from:

Hypertec Ltd
2 Swangate, Charnham Park, Hungerford, Berks, RG17 0YX

t: 0870 243 5603         f: 0870 243 5604
w: www.hypertec.co.uk

Specification: 
Colour:     Black & Beige
Dimensions:    450mm x 650mm x 330mm  OR  17.7‰ x 25.6‰ x 13.0‰
Weight:     5.0kg
Material:    Nylon
For Notebooks up to:   15.4‰

Part Codes: 
N12628NHY    NotebookCompanion L

Download from Www.Somanuals.com. All Manuals Search And Download.
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